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Abstract. With the development of computer technology, the more information is obtained from biological
experiments through computer analysis, and the term bioinformatics is even coined. The commonly used tool
in bioinformatics is sequence alignment, which is to compare the sequence with unknown function to the
sequence with known function, and identify the possible biological function for them. Instead of using
traditional dotplot or dynamic programming to conduct sequence alignment, this thesis uses cellular automata
(CA) theory as the research topic. The parallel computing characteristic of cellular automata makes the future
expansion model tremendously decrease the massive sequence computing costs. This thesis modifies the
originally defined rules of cellular automata in order to make it more appropriate for amino acid sequence
alignment. In addition, a cloud computing for sequence alignment system is proposed in this thesis so that
users can do sequence alignment with the transfer methods used in this thesis through the Internet.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, National Institutes of Health (NIH) has launched Human Genome Project (HGP) in 1989
[1]. The project has successfully collected a lot of Gene sequence data. Due to the rapid development of
compute technology, Amino acid and Nucleotide sequence alignments can be digitized and stored in a
computer through a simple procedure [2]. In addition, the ability of computer hardware advances by leaps
and bounds, Amino acid or Nucleotide sequences are getting longer and longer.
Therefore, sequence alignment is performed by the computer instead of manual interpretation in recent
years [3-11]. However, if these sequences can be converted to some graphs [12-14] so that some important
functions can be automatically shown. We can roughly predict the sequence function before using the
computer to do Sequence alignment and it will save a lot of time.

2. Material and Research Method
2.1. Sequence convert to binary sequence
Gene is a meaningful unit of heredity. Take the human body as an example; body's cells have cell
membrane, cytoplasm, nucleus and other organelles. Nucleus has chromosomes that composed of a number
of DNA. And chromosomes can carry the genetic code. When the species complete gene sequencing, we can
know the genetic code and it can be expressed as an amino acid sequence. To human cells, for example, the
protein consists of 20 amino acids, so that the genetic code can be converted to the amino acid sequences.
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Therefore, after completion of the species gene sequencing, the genetic code can be stored in the form of a
string fragment (amino acid composition of the arrangement). In order to make the genetic code be kept and
stored more properly, a sequence can be converted to a binary sequence.

Fig. 1: The flowchart of the proposed method

2.2. Implement cellular automata image process
A cellular automaton is a discrete dynamic system. Each cell change their own situation based on the
state of surrounding cells. Cellular automata can be regarded as a normal existence in the universe; each cell
will only have a state at each time. Cellular automata can be re-designed in discrete time and space of
macroscopic or microcosmic rules to observe the complex of space and rules. The application of cellular
automata is for one-dimensional and two-dimensional currently. In this study, we used one-dimensional
cellular automata.
One-dimensional cellular automata consists of a set of state variables according to the time change the
composition , i from 0 to N-1, N is the number of variables. Each variable can be placed in a grid, so that
the composition is called a cell. Each cell has different states, and in the one-dimensional cellular automata
are usually have two states, 0 and 1, which visualize the performance can be converted into black and white,
so that the sequence of cellular automata array of genes can be expressed as a barcode. Among them, the
sequence of the genetic code look-up table transformation method to convert a binary sequence, the process
will let amino acids convert to binary sequence. After the completion of the binary sequence of conversion,
the binary sequence will do rearrangements, where the Department of sequence alignment algorithms take
the sequence of binary bits in each of three adjacent table of values to be under the control iteration
conversion, when the completion of each of three adjacent bits of the iteration is changed, then move to the
right one bit to continue iterative process, and finally generate a new sequence of a cellular automata,
Complete rearrangement of the calculus sequence, select a plurality of side by side to form a binary sequence
to form a selected number of rows, and then form a sequence of cellular automata array. This procedure can
be simplified to the following equation:
𝐷(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝐹[𝐷(𝑖−1,𝑗−1) , 𝐷(𝑖−1,𝑗) , 𝐷(𝑖−1,𝑗+1) ], 𝐼𝑓 1 ≤ 𝑗 < 𝑆 − 1; 1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑛

(1)

𝐷(𝑖,0) = 𝐹[𝐷(𝑖−1,𝑆−1) , 𝐷(𝑖−1,0) , 𝐷(𝑖−1,1) ], 𝐼𝑓 𝑗 = 0; 1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑛

(2)

𝐷(𝑖,𝑆−1) = 𝐹[𝐷(𝑖−1,𝑆−2) , 𝐷(𝑖−1,𝑆−1) , 𝐷(𝑖−1,0) ], 𝐼𝑓 𝑗 = 𝑆 − 1; 1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑛

(3)

( , ) is on behalf of state value of converted the sequence of cellular automata array of (i, j) position of 0
or 1; i for the selected lines; S represents the binary sequence of length; and F refers to the rearrangement of
the sequence rules of calculus functions. The sequence rearrangement calculus function F rules for the
following table (Table 1).

Table 1: Iteration rule Table
rule
Iteration before
After iteration

1
000
1
57

2
001
0

3
010
1

4
011
1

5
100
1

6
101
0

7
110
0

8
111
0

In this research, we used the input genome [15] are:
 AAA96714 (ATPase [Schistosoma mansoni])
 AAC72756 (calcium ATPase 2 [Schistosoma mansoni])
 AAD09924 (plasma membrane calcium ATPase isoform 1 [Homo sapiens])
 AAF33531 (plasma membrane calcium ATPase isoform 3 [Homo sapiens])
 AF361357 (Schistosoma mansoni Ca-ATPase-like protein SMA3 mRNA, complete cds)
 CAA09303 (calcium ATPase [Caenorhabditis elegans])
 CAA09985 (calcium ATPase [Caenorhabditis elegans])
 CAA59762 (calcium transporting ATPase 1 [Saccharomyces cerevisiae])
 CAB04015 (C. elegans protein ZK256.1a, confirmed by transcript evidence [Caenorhabditis elegans].)
 KIAA0703 (Homo sapiens DNA (Celera Genomics) Homo sapiens genomic, genomic survey sequence)
 P20647 (Calcium-transporting ATPase sarcoplasmic reticulum type, slow twitch skeletal muscle isoform)
And AAC72756, CAA09985, P20647 and AAA96717 relatively similar; AF361357, CAB04015,
KIAA0703 and CAA59762 can be attributed to a class; AAD09924, AAP33531 and CAA09303 can
attributed to a class.

2.3. Compressed color graphics
Once the sequence length is longer, then converted the images width is also large, is often more than 2000
pixels, in order to facilitate the transmission it performs compression, compression is as follows, find the
length, then divide by 8; find the width and divide by 3. If the number can’t divide clearly and the number + 1,
the equation can be expresses as:
=
=

; 𝐼𝑓
; 𝐼𝑓

=0 ( )
3=0

=

( )

1; 𝐼𝑓

=

0 ( )

1; 𝐼𝑓

3

0

( )

W represents the original image length, W ' on behalf of the length of the compressed image; H on behalf
of the width of the original image, H' on behalf of the width of the compressed image, Each eight string is a
group, this group of strings from the binary to decimal conversion of numbers, the equation as follows:
𝐷 (𝑖,𝑗) = 𝐹[𝐷(𝑖,𝑗

− ) , 𝐷(𝑖,𝑗

− ) , 𝐷(𝑖,𝑗

− ),

, 𝐷(𝑖,𝑗

)]

( )

For example, there is a string of "01000001", according to the equation converted to 65, so the length of
the original image can be reduced to 1 / 8. When the length of the compression is completed and we can also
do the width of the compression; according to H ', we can use H ' as the interval in same column, and set out a
set of three numbers, this set of figures were set in the new image the same location R plane (red), G plane
(green) and B plane (blue), by this compression, the original width can be reduce to 1 / 3, the equation as
follows:
𝐷 (𝑖,𝑗) = 𝐹 [𝐷(𝑖,𝑗) , 𝐷(𝑖+

,𝑗) , 𝐷(𝑖+2

,𝑗) ]

( )

3. Results
3.1. Result of sequence translate into binary sequence
In the back-end system, if you input an access number, the system will determine the sequence is a
protein database or a nucleotide database; if it is the protein database, the system will directly capture
sequence form the NCBI database for conversion. If it is the nucleotide database, the complete data capture
and search after the acquisition for the provision of translation part of the system to use.
When the sequence captured, they perform the conversion process, system will receive the sequence
string into a binary sequences. After received sequence, each letter in turn will transfer into the corresponding
5-digit binary number.

3.2. Implement cellular automata image process
When the sequence from the string into a binary number, we can begin to convert the digital sequence of
images by the specified rules for cellular automata iterations. According to different rules, converted the
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images will not be the same. The image shows the bottom of this group under the AF361357 sequence and
converted with different rules to get the images.

Fig. 2: Image of sequence AF361357 by rule 14

Fig. 3: Image of sequence AF361357 by rule 18

Fig. 4: Image of sequence AF361357 by rule 32 Fig. 5: Image of sequence AF361357 by rule 57

Fig. 6: Image of sequence AF361357 by rule 84 Fig. 7: Image of sequence AF361357 by rule 113

Fig. 8: Image of sequence AF361357 by rule 184 Fig. 9: Image of sequence AF361357 by rule 226

Because the experimental images are a lot, there are only a few selected out of representative comparison.
According to the experimental results can be compared with that degree of identification rules were 14, 57,
184 and 226. In this research, the section 184 rules is the most identification of all, so we chose the rules of
section 184 after the experiment as a sequence alignment using the basis. Under section 184 rules, we will
enter the experimental group and converted to an image sequence. With these images, we can found that they
have high similarity.

Fig.10: Image of sequence AF361357 by rule 184 Fig.11: Image of sequence CAB04015 by rule 184

AF361357 and CAB04015 are similar sequences after comparing, Fig.12 is the AF361357 protein
fragment sequence image by CDS converted, the major conversion of the amino acid sequence capture
contains 303~308 locations in the resulting image. In this fragment, the V-shaped images contain most of the
right, and the black lines are more obvious. Both can be found than the latter (Fig.14), Fig.12 of the V-shaped
stack of image-intensive, while the loose part of Fig.13, but AF361357303~308 for the HILELL,
CAB04015276~281 for the NVVDMF, HILELL and NVVDMF the two are similar in chemical nature from
the BLOSUM 62 table and more positive points in that, so the image are generated out of the V-shaped, but in
different positions.

Fig. 12: Fragment image of AF361357 Fig. 13: Fragment image of CAB04015

Fig. 14: AF361357 (up) and CAB04015 (down) different in picture

3.3. Compressed color graphics
Due to the general display of black and white images are usually bigger than the normal images.
Therefore, this paper uses the reduced length and width of the compression method, so that the length
reduced. Compressed images (Fig.15), it is mainly in the transmission more convenient, but not appropriate
under the naked eye.

Fig.15: Image of compression
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4. Conclusion
Sequence alignment is a very basic tool of analyzing biological information. In this research, we used
graphics conversion to replace traditional sequence alignment such as Dot plot and dynamic programming.
We compared the different amino acid sequences which were converted to graphics. By this conversion, we
can easily compare the similarity between the more complex sequences. The shortcoming of traditional
dynamic programming is that the results can only be known from scores. But the implement system in this
research can visually identify which sequences are more similar.
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